Abstract. Many efforts were spent in the last years in bridging the gap between the huge number of sequenced proteins and the relatively few solved structures. Relative Solvent Accessibility (RSA) prediction of residues in protein complexes is a key step towards secondary structure and protein-protein interaction sites prediction. With very different approaches, a number of software tools for RSA prediction have been produced throughout the last twenty years. Here, we present a binary classifier which implements a new method mainly based on sequence homology and implemented by means of look-up tables. The tool exploits residue similarity in solvent exposure pattern of neighboring context in similar protein chains, using BLAST search and DSSP structure. A two-state classification with 89.5% accuracy and 0.79 correlation coefficient against the real data is achieved on a widely used dataset.
Introduction
Protein folding is the physical process by which a polypeptide chain folds into its characteristic and functional native structure from a simple sequence of amino acids. It's widely believed that this structure is determined as a whole by the residues sequence. Understanding the key mechanisms of protein folding is for the time being one of the major concern in molecular biology and drug design. However, assessment of solvent accessibility is strongly connected to folding because of the high correlation between hydrophobic forces driving core residues towards a buried exposure state, hence determining the folded structure. Also, solvent accessibility is a strong discriminant for residues lying on the surface, thus becoming likely candidates for being Protein-Protein Interaction sites [1] . As the gap between the number of sequenced proteins and three-dimensional solved structures keeps increasing, many investigation efforts are being made to develop methods able to determine solvent accessibility using only primary sequence data [2, 3] . Several exposure state interpretations of residue surface area have been proposed. "Classifiers" ideally divide side-chains exposition area of amino acids in a number of discrete intervals, typically two, three or ten. On the other hand, "real value" approaches describe exposure state by a "continuous" range of values in the [0,1] interval, depending on the exposed surface of the residue. The exposure area is usually computed, for each amino acid, as percent of the maximum area of its side chain that can be exposed to the solvent. Several different threshold values have been used by discrete classifiers described in the literature, with 5%, 10%, 20%, and 25% being the most popular. Depending on this percent value, amino acids are then classified as either buried or exposed on a binary basis, or with discrete exposure levels in case of multiple threshold systems [4] . Several different approaches have been proposed to cope with the solvent accessibility problem: Information Theory [5, 6] , Bayesian Statistics [7] , Probability Profiles [8] , Neural Networks [4, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] , Linear Regression [16, 17] , Support Vector Machines [18, 19] , Support Vector Regression [20] , Look-up Tables [21] , meta-methods [22] and many others [23] . However, exploiting sequence similarity to known structures, namely sequence homology, proved to be a substantial improvement strategy for all these methods, both for secondary structure and Solvent Accessibility prediction [9, 24] . In many cases sequence homology dramatically improved accuracy of prediction [7, 25] . The improvement rate given by this approach is getting more and more tangible with time, by virtue of the thousands new structures solved every year and deposited in the PDB [26] . We developed a software tool for predicting Solvent Accessibility starting from the amino acidic sequence, which exploits the sequence homology information in an efficient and effective way. The underlying algorithm is based on dictionary-like data structures, and takes advantage of information stored in online databases, providing a very high performance on different kinds of datasets, matching the most popular released software tools, and often outperforming them.
Tool overview
Our Relative Solvent Accessibility (RSA) prediction tool is a binary classifier which assigns a buried or exposed state to each residue of the query sequence. The tool works in two phases, as outlined in Figure 1 . Given a query sequence, in the first phase the tool: (a) performs a BLAST homology search in order to obtain a list of sequences homologous to the query, rated by similarity [27] ; (b) selects a subset of the returned sequences and fetches the corresponding structure information from the Dictionary of Protein Secondary Structure (DSSP) data bank [28] ; (c) computes RSA values for residues using these information and appropriately stores them in pattern-based look-up tables. In the second phase the tool makes the predictions by repeatedly accessing the look-up tables for each residue in the query sequence.
The tool is written in Java and shell scripts, runs under Unix/Linux operating systems, and makes use of Protein-Protein BLAST (v2.2.23+).
In the next sections we will describe each phase in more details.
Fill-up Phase
Homology Search The query sequence is aligned, using the local alignment algorithm BLAST, against the PDB Data Bank to obtain a list of the most similar sequences whose structures have already been solved. This list is parsed by PDB-Id and the first N solved structures are fetched from the DSSP Data Bank, where N is a tool parameter (in Section 3.1 we will discuss how to choose a proper value for such parameter). In the following, this set of sequences will be addressed as the set of hit sequences. 
Look-up Tables Creation
The DSSP structure files are parsed to obtain Accessible Surface Area (ASA) values of residues in the hit sequences, then these values are used (details in section 3.1) to obtain residue Relative Solvent Accessibility (RSA) values and used to fill-up some specific look-up tables. For one such table, the entries correspond to k-tuples of residues. We refer to the residue in the middle position of the tuple as the central one, and to the other residues as the context. The value stored in a given entry is precisely the average RSA value, computed over all the hit sequences, of its central residue in that context. More formally, an entry could be identified by the pair (central,context) = (r, α, β ) (where α and β are oligopeptides of total length k −1), and the value stored therein as the average of the RSA values of residue r computed over all k-tuples αrβ appearing in the hit sequence set.
In particular, the tool creates the following four tables: -2P2N, standing for "2 Previous 2 Next", is a 21 × 21
4 table with the 20 standard amino acids on rows (plus a generic X amino acid sometimes found in DSSP structures) and 21
4 columns, representing all the possible four residues context surrounding the central residue (two residues before, two after, corresponding to the oligos α and β in the notation used above); each entry contains the average RSA value for the central amino acid when surrounded (in the hit sequences) by the specific context represented by the column index.
-1P1N, standing for "1 Previous 1 Next", is a 21×21 2 table, that stores, analogously to the previous one, the average RSA value when the context consists of only two residues (one before, one after).
-1P and 1N, standing for "1 Previous" and "1 Next", respectively, are two 21 × 21 tables. Here the context is composed of only one residue, that can be placed before or after the "central" one.
Explorative experiments (data not given here) showed that larger contexts do not significantly improve the tool performance. This result makes sense if we think that the further we move from one residue, the less probable it is that a residue influences the state of the one under consideration (in this paper, we do not take into consideration the possibility that an independent portion of the sequence, at a large and unpredictable distance, might influence the state of the residue because of the 3D structure of the protein).
Although the amount of space required to store our largest table explicitly would not be a problem for modern PCs (around 30MB, using double precision arithmetic), since the tables are typically sparse we chose an implementation based on hashing.
We observe that a similar approach, based on look-up tables, was used in a previous works by Wang et al. and Carugo [21, 5, 30] . The crucial differences with our work is that tables there were filled up using information derived from the dataset under study, and not from an independent set of homologous sequences. In particular, we look for sequences showing a high degree of similarity with the one to be predicted, under the hypothesis that sequence similarity implies similarities in protein functions and, hence, also structure similarity. Thus, some of the major differences in the design of our tool are: the introduction of homology search for each sequence, decisions on how to use information coming from homology search has to be taken, look-up tables are computed once for each sequence and not once for the entire dataset.
Look-up Phase
In the prediction process our tool scans the query sequence residue by residue and, for each residue, accesses the look-up tables in a "hierarchical" fashion, starting from 2P2N down to 1P1N until possibly 1P and 1N.
In details, given a specific query residue, the tool uses its four residue context in the query sequence to access the 2P2N table. In case of a hit (i.e., the value associated to that table entry is non-zero), the RSA value stored in the table is assigned to the analyzed residue of the query sequence as predicted RSA value, and the prediction process moves to the next residue. Otherwise, the two residue context is considered and 1P1N table is examined. In case of another miss (i.e., the value in the appropriate 1P1N entry is zero) a one-residue long context is taken into consideration. We arbitrarily decided to access the 1P table first, and in the case of a miss, the 1N table (by further experimentsdata not shown -this assumption turned out not to appreciably influence the prediction performance).
After the look-up phase is completed, the tool assigns a state to the residue that might be buried or exposed. The decision is made according to the so called exposure threshold (given as input parameter) on the RSA value associated to query residues: if the RSA value is under the threshold, the residue is classified as buried, otherwise it is labeled as exposed.
In the rare cases of four misses (i.e., a miss in each of the four tables), the exposed or buried state is assigned to the query residue by means of a default value obtained by a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) study of amino acids physiochemical properties [31] . This study suggests to predict standard amino acids exposure state in the following way: buried for A (Ala), C (Cys), F (Phe), I (Ile), L (Leu), M (Met), V (Val), Y (Tyr), W (Trp) and exposed for the others.
Experiments
To evaluate our tool, we worked on already solved protein structures. To avoid overfitting and allow fair comparisons with other tools, the experiments were carried using a minor variant of the algorithm described in the previous section: given the result of the homology search, we discard sequences that show an exact match with the query sequence PDB identifier; i.e., we discard chains strictly related with the query sequence (sometimes the query sequence itself). Note, however, that the number of selected hit sequences is always equal to the parameter N .
Datasets and Experimental setup
We ran experiments using the two datasets described below, which are among those most studied.
Dataset 1 (NM215)
This dataset consists of 215 non-homologous protein chains (50878 residues) with no more than 25% pairwise-sequence identity and crystallographic resolution < 2.5Å [6] .
Dataset 2 (RS126)
This dataset contains 126 non-homologous protein chains (23360 residues), again with no more than 25% pairwise-sequence identity [10] .
Prediction Evaluation Indicators To evaluate the performance of our tool, we used two performance indicators: accuracy and correlation.
At sequence level, accuracy is simply the percentage of correctly predicted residues over the total number of residues in the sequence. At data set level, accuracy is the average sequence accuracy of the sequences in the dataset. At residue level, accuracy is meant as the percentage of correctly predicted residue occurrences in the dataset, over the total number of occurrences of that particular residue in the dataset.
Correlation is computed by means of Pearson's Correlation Coefficient (PCC). Given an R-residue long protein chain, let o i and p i denote the observed o i and predicted p i solvent exposure states of residue i, for i = 1, . . . , R. Then the correlation c of the chain is given by:
with o i , p i ∈ {0, 1}. The correlation coefficient for a whole dataset is then computed by averaging over the chains in that dataset. PCC values lie in the [−1, 1] continuous interval, with 0 denoting complete uncorrelation, and ±1 indicating direct and inverse perfect correlation, respectively. In our case, correlation values as closest to 1 as possible are desirable, meaning high similarity between observed and predicted data.
Relative Solvent Accessibility (RSA) Intuitively, the RSA value is an indicator of the percentage of the residue surface area that is exposed. Our tool computes RSA values of the residues in the hit sequences as follows. First, residue absolute Accessible Surface Area (ASA) values are retrieved form DSSP, then these values are normalized using Chothia method [29] , i.e., ASA of a given residue X is divided by the maximum exposure area. We recall that the latter quantity is given by the ASA value of the same residue type in a Gly-X-Gly oligopeptide, with the side chain in a fully extended and standard conformation.
Exposure threshold Our tool classifies residues into buried or exposed by means of the exposure threshold on RSA values associated to query residues. The threshold value is an input parameter.
In this work we set the default value of the exposure threshold to 20%. This default value has been used in [32] for the first time as the value that allows an even distribution of residues, with respect to solvent accessibility value, of the sequences in the considered dataset. This threshold value has often been considered as a reference in later works [4, 5, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23] .
Similarity Depth (SD) In the first phase, our tool searches for sequences that are homologous to the query sequence using BLAST, and keeps the first hits to be processed later. We call Similarity Depth (SD) the number of hits selected by the tool at this stage, which is an input parameter of the tool.
The influence of SD on the overall performance has been studied empirically (with the exposure threshold at the default value). The observed results are shown in Figure 2 . Observe that even with just one hit sequence (the most similar one), remarkable values of accuracy and correlation are obtained: 91.1% (resp. 88.5%) for accuracy and 0.81 (0.77) for correlation for the RS126 (resp. NM215) dataset. Increasing SD leads to a gradual refinement of prediction accuracy, apparently tending to a limit value for both accuracy and correlation when SD is greater than or equal to 5.
The above behavior could be explained by the following observation. Initially, the use of more hit sequences indeed helps to fill up the "higher-level" tables (2P2N being the highest), so that there is a clear improvement in the subsequent look-up phase. As the number of sequences considered further increases, either the pairwise-sequence identity keeps high, and thus the average values stored in the higher tables do not vary much, or otherwise the new RSA values go into lower-level tables, whose entries are likely not to be looked-up because of more probable higher-level hits.
These considerations led us to set SD to a default value of 5.
Results and Discussion
We compared our tool with some of the most representative and best performing RSA prediction tools available in literature. Competitors use very different approaches to predict the exposure state of residues. For each such approach we selected the best performing tool: [6] for the Information Theory (IT) approach, [8] for Probability Profiles (PP), SARpred [14] for Neural Networks (NN), RSA-PRP [20] for Support Vector Regression (SVR), [23] for a combination of Linear Regression and Support Vector Regression (LR+SVR), and SABLE [13] for a combination of Neural Networks and Linear Regression (NN+LR). We did not compare our tool against those that used a Real Values approach [33, 21, 15] (including the look-up table approach by Carugo et al. [5] ), as these are not binary classifiers, which makes output comparison not straightforward. One might post-process Carugo et al. tool output using the same threshold used by our tool to produce a binary result, but the comparison might not result fair, as the tools were designed to address different problems. Results are shown in Table 1 : when a tool could not be downloaded or run properly, the reported results are taken from published papers. Missing entries are due to missing results in the original papers. Remember that the majority of tools do not take the exposure threshold as an input parameters, hence for some tests results are not available and we could not test all tools using all exposure threshold values. On the contrary, we ran our tool with any threshold value that has been used by other tool, always providing direct comparison.
The results show that our tool performs very well (in the considered datasets) both in terms of Correlation Coefficient and Accuracy, always outperforming the other tools where comparisons were possible. The obtained results are likely very close to the theoretical limit to solvent accessibility prediction, due to the intrinsic nature of variability for residues of proteins in their native state. In fact, RSA can reach about 10% of variability overall in protein chains with 100% of sequence identity [24] .
Our tool is particularly reliable when the query sequence shows high similarity with known sequences, and less reliable otherwise. Nevertheless, our tool is positively affected by the continuous update of the PDB Data Bank: when new solved structures are c Accuracy (and PCC) obtained by our tool on RS126 (resp. NM215) with exposure thresholds not used by other tools predicting RS126 (resp. NM215). Our tool is set to default configuration with SD = 5. For blank entries see the discussion in the text. a Only results for 4% and 9% threshold values are available, respectively.
b Mattews' Correlation Coefficient (MCC) used, instead of PCC.
added to the data bank, low performing query sequences might get better predictions if similar enough to the newly added ones.
The following examples clearly show how powerful our tool might be: our prediction for the protein chain 119LA [35] in the NM215 dataset (with default parameters) reaches accuracy 93% and correlation 0.86, compared to accuracy and correlation results, respectively, of 77% and 0.58 for SABLE [13] , 83% and 0.62 for RSA-PRP [20] , 80% and 0.56 for SARPRED [14] . Even better, our prediction for the protein chain 1bmv 1 [36] in the RS126 dataset (with default parameters) reaches accuracy 97% and correlation 0.95, compared to accuracy and correlation results, respectively, of 74% and 0.52 for SABLE, 70% and 0.42 for RSA-PRP, 69% and 0.37 for SARPRED.
With the aim of making a finer investigation of the good results obtained at the dataset level, we analyzed results also at single sequence level. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the distributions of correlation values, respectively accuracy values, on the sequences composing the dataset. It can be seen that both values are clustered around the average: accuracy 92.2% and correlation 0.83 for RS126, accuracy 89.5% and correlation 0.79 for NM215.
The worst performing sequences bring accuracy down to 59% for RS126 and 57% for NM215, and correlation down to 0.19 and to 0.13, respectively. We deeply investigated the prediction process for low performing predictions and we found out that this Fig. 3 . PCC values reached in prediction, related with the percent number of sequences obtaining specific PCC value. Our tool was run in default configuration.
happens mainly for one (or both) of the following reasons: (1) in the set of hit sequences there are sequences showing less than 30% of identity with the query and sharing local identity of at most three consecutive residues. This implies that the most reliable data for prediction, those in the 2P2N table, are completely absent, and hence that the prediction relies only on shorter contexts. (2) The set of hit sequences contains short sequences that do not cover the entire length of the query sequence; in this way, the prediction of uncovered portions of the query sequence is done according to data that refer to unaligned portions of the sequence.
The former problem is deeply connected with the approach adopted by our tool: if there is no solved structure similar enough to the sequence we wish to predict, then there is a small chance to return a reliable prediction. Nevertheless, the user might be advised of such a situation. On the other hand, the second problem can be somehow worked out (see Section 4 for some intuitions), but we leave this for the "work still to be done" agenda.
We also investigated the obtained results at residue level. Figure 5 shows frequency and prediction accuracy distributions among standard amino acids. Observe that frequency distribution of residues is quite conserved among the two datasets, allowing us to make comparisons between them.
The first and probably most important observation is that the range of accuracy prediction distribution is reasonably small, being about 7%. A finer look reveals that the worst and best predicted residues in both datasets are M (Met) and K (Lys), respectively. Note, however, that even M exhibits sufficiently high accuracies (namely 87% and 89% in NM215 and RS126, respectively), while K reaches such very good figures as 93.5% and 96.5% in NM215 and RS126, respectively. To improve the tool's overall performance, we should address our attention to those low-performing amino acids that appear with high frequency. In this respect, M itself is not very interesting, since it only appears approximately twice every 100 residues. One such candidate is instead Alanine, whose frequency is among the highest (around 8%). The problem with A (like with other low-performing amino acids) is that it does not have a strong hydrophobic nor hydrophilic preference, and its exposure state floats between buried and exposed depending on the surrounding local environment. It is thus clear that for A's accuracy to improve more context information is desirable. Note that this behavior of A is in agreement with the already mentioned PCA study [31] .
Other effects that can be noticed in some residue behavior are probably due to the mixing influence of the two problems (i.e., low local sequence-identity in the hit sequences in the neighborhoods of the considered residue, and low query sequence coverage) that we mentioned when discussing the results at the sequence level. In particular, we may notice that for some amino acid the ranked performance is completely reversed in the two datasets. This is the case of T (Thr) and S (Ser): these are among the best predicted for the RS126 dataset (92.5% and 95% accuracy, respectively), and among the worst ones for the NM215 dataset (around 87%). On the other hand, amino acid C (Cys) is one of the best predicted for the NM215 dataset (with an accuracy of 92%) and one of the worst for the RS126 dataset (accuracy 90%).
Our last investigation deals with look-up tables statistics. As it might be expected, 2P2N is generally a very sparse matrix (on the average, no more than 0.1% of the cells contain a non zero value, for both datasets), nevertheless hits do occur frequently during the prediction process: 84.3% of the times the tool finds a hit in the 2P2N table, for the NM215 dataset, and 93.9% of the times for RS126. Table 1P1N is clearly less sparse than 2P2N, with 3.9% (resp. 2, 5%) of non zero entries for the NM215 (resp. RS126) dataset, but its contents are used only around twice to four times, depending on the dataset, for each 100 table look-ups. Finally, the most populated tables are 1P and 1N, which together have 43.3% and 32.8% of non zero entries in NM215 and RS126, respectively, and are accessed from 3 to 10 times every 100 look-ups, depending on the dataset. For the sake of completeness, we also mention that 1.4% of the times the exposure states ate recovered from the default PCA values.
This data clearly show how 2P2N function is truly relevant, since it stores information for the largest context (of the central residue), and the most similar replication of the environment surrounding each amino acid. Should a stretch of the query sequence match a 5-residues pattern in the tables, this would be a very close replica of the former one, hence representing a very similar peptide environment and providing a reliable prediction. Indeed, we observed that predictions done with very few hits in 2P2N are not very reliable predictions, and vice-versa. This also suggests that the main avenue for a further improvement is not an increase of the context size, but rather an increase in the number of hits in 2P2N.
Conclusions and Future work
In this paper we described a tool that is able to produce very reliable predictions on the exposed/buried state of protein amino acids. The tool bases its predictions mainly on sequence homology, by using information of already solved protein structures that show some degree of similarity with the sequence under prediction. Results obtained on consolidated benchmarks show that our tool clearly outperforms existing tools adopting alternative strategies.
Although the results obtained up to now are extremely encouraging, there still is enough room for further analysis and possible improvements. First of all, the tools high performances should be confirmed (or re-assessed) on larger datasets containing chains that have been solved more recently. Secondly, additional work must be done to address some of the problems discussed in the previous section and get possibly even better results.
As for the latter point, we plan to address at least the following two issues.
(1) As we pointed out in section 3.2, our predictions are less reliable when the set of hit sequences does not cover the entire query sequence; i.e., there are large enough portions of the query sequence that are not aligned with any portions of the hit sequences. A major optimization of the tool would be to select, in the output returned by BLAST, a set of sequences that covers the entire length of the query sequence, while maintaining a high similarity level. Figure 6 shows an example where the sequence with PDB identifier 1GO4 E [37] is only partially covered by the best scoring sequences found by BLAST. If we run the current version of the tool, considering only the the two best scoring similar sequences obtained by a BLAST search (namely 2V5D A and 2CBI A), we achieve 62% accuracy and 0.18 correlation in prediction, while a better result of 70% accuracy and 0.40 correlation is achieved if the prediction is done by using the two most similar sequences that span the whole length of the query sequence (namely 2V5D A and 1GZ5 A) [38, 39, 40] . Although the use of 1GZ5 A in place of 2CBI A gives only a moderate improvement in accuracy, this example does suggest that it is possible to achieve better predictions by improving the query coverage (yet simultaneously storing statistically relevant values in the 2P2N table) .
Conversely, neglecting "outlying" stretches of hit sequences much longer than the query, which only share a high local similarity with it, might also facilitate data reliability and noise reduction in prediction, because RSA values relative to the residues in those portions of the sequences will not affect look-up table entries. (2) In its current version, the tool makes predictions by accessing look-up tables by means of the exact context surrounding the residue under consideration. It might be interesting to investigate the possibility of accessing tables using similar, but possibly not equal, contexts. Here "similar" means that we allow the substitution of some (one or two) context residues with others that do not significantly alter its neighbor exposure Fig. 6 . BLAST output showing the coverage of the most similar sequences to the 1GO4 E query. Prediction using 2V5D A and 1GZ5 A, instead of 2V5D A and 2CBI A, leads to a significant improvement, as the former sequences span the whole length of the query sequence. Our tool was run with SD = 2, and exposure threshold of 20%.
state. Clearly, the choice of appropriate substitution matrices is crucial here, but the payoff could be an increase in the number of hits in the highest 2P2N look-up table, with the already pointed out benefits on the performance.
